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RESUMEN

En este trabajo se presentan dos métodos sencillos y rápidos

para calcular el tiempo de penetración de un campo magnético

longitudinal a través de la pared de un tubo metálico largo y de

sección transversal circular. El primer método se basa en la

proposición de un "espesor efectivo de penetración" dado por el

promedio sobre el ángulo polar de todas las posibles trayectorias

rectas de penetración de lineas de campo a través de la pared del

tubo. Este método proporciona un cálculo rápido que produce una

exelente aproximación a valores experimentales y reportados del

tiempo de penetracioón. En el segundo método, el tubo es

considerado como un circuito RL. En esta forma el tiempo de

penetración esta dado por la razón L /R donde L es la
T T T

inductancia de tubo considerado como una bobina de una sola vuelta

y R es la resistencia del tubo. Este método es más rápido de

aplicar que el primero pero los valores que se obtienen son una

aproximación gruesa del tiempo de penetración. Se dan aplicaciones

de los dos métodos para el caso de las cámaras tokamak de los

dispositivos: "Hybtok" japones, "TBR" brasileño y "Novillo"

mexicano. Los valores resultantes del tiempo de penetración se

aproximan muy bien a los reportados en los dos primeros casos y al

experimental en el último. Los métodos se aplican también para

calcular el tiempo de penetración en dos tubos largos, uno de

aluminio y otro de cobre. Los valores calculados se aproximan muy

bien a los medidos. '



ABSTRACT

Two simple and fast, methods to calculate the penetration time

of a longitudinal magnetic field through the wall of a long

metallic tube of circular cross section are presented. The first

method is based upon the proposition of an "effective penetration

thickness" given by the polar angle average of all possible

straight-line transverse penetration paths of field lines through

the tube wall. This method provides a quick calculation that

yields a remarkably good approximation to experimental and

reported values of the penetration time. In the second method the

tube is considered as a RL circuit. Thus the penetration time is

given by the ratio L /R where L is the inductance of the tube** J T T T

considered as a one turn coil, and R is the tube resistance. This

method is faster to apply than the previous one but the values

obtained provide only a rough approximation to the penetration

time. Applications of the two methods are given for the tokamak

chambers of the Japanese "Hybtok", the Brazilian "TBR" and the

Mexican "Novillo". The resulting values of the penetration time

approximate very well to the reported ones in the first two cases

and to the experimental one in the last. The methods are also

applied to calculate the penetration time in two long tubes, one

of aluminum and other of copper. Calculated values approximate

very well to measured values.



INTRODUCTION

To magnetically confine a plasma, it is necessary to

establish diverse configurations of magnetic fields in the

interior of a metallic chamber that contains a low pressure gas

which, under ionization, will be converted into a plasma. These

magnetic fields are usually produced by external coils. An

important design parameter of a magnetic confinement machine is

the so—called magnetic field penetration time, that is, the time

interval the magnetic field needs to penetrate through the

metallic wall. The knowledge of this penetration time allows the

generation of plasma at an adequate synchronization with the

programmed time behavior of the confinement and equilibrium

magnetic fields. Of these, the longitudinal field is the more

intense and plays an important role in the equilibrium and

stability of the plasma column. The wall chamber, however,

presents a reaction on the magnetic field that produces a delay in

its appearance in the interior of the chamber as well as a damping

of its intensity.

The phenomenon of transverse penetration of longitudinal

magnetic field lines through the metallic wall of an infinitely

long cylindrical tube occurs as a diffusion of the longitudinal

magnetic field lines in the conducting material. Therefore the

solution of the diffusion equation for the field provides its time

and spatial behavior in the conducting medium. However, as the



solution for the magnetic field is given in terms of

transcendental functions of the time t and of the radial distance

r El], calculations of the penetration time cannot be made

quickly.

Due to the fact that this type of calculations of the

penetration time is not usually found in the current literature

and that the knowledge of this time interval is frequently

obtained by experiment, it might be useful to have available a

method to calculate it. Therefore, in this paper two simple, fast

methods are presented to estimate, with a good approximation, the

penetration time of a longitudinal magnetic field through the wall

of a metallic chamber with circular cross section. The two methods

will be developed for-those cases in which the length I of the tube

is much larger than its external radius a .

The first method is based upon the proposition of an

"effective penetration thickness" given by the polar angle average

of all possible straight-line transverse penetration paths of

field lines through the tube wall. The method delivers a formula

that yields a remarkably good approximation to experimental and

reported values of the penetration time.

In the second method, the tube is considered as a RL circuit

in which the time constant T = L /R gives an estimation of the

penetration time. Here L is the inductance of the tube considered

as a one turn coil and R is the tube resistance.



THE FIRST METHOD

In this method, the diffusion equation for the magnetic field

H = * » , CID
4n& at*

will only be used to obtain, from a dimensional analysis, the

following relation C2D:

T =
c

where d is a characteristic distance over which a noticeable

change in H occurs, and T is a characteristic time interval during

which the change in H takes place. For the case of an infinitely

long cylindrical tube, the diffusion phenomenon does not depend

upon the variable z; therefore the distance d lays on the plane of

the tube cross section. The quantity:

Ana C3:>

appearing in CID i s the di f fus ion coe f f i c i ent or magnetic

v i s c o s i t y of the magnetic f i e l d l i n e s . Thus equation C2Z> i s a

random walk re la t ion in which i f T i s taken as the penetration

time, a quanti tat ive interpretat ion for d remains to be given.



In 'the present, method, it is or interest to know the

"penetration time", that is, the time interval it takes for an

external magnetic field to manifest itself in the interior of a

long metallic tube after diffusing through the conducting wall;

the lines of the magnetic field being parallel to the tube axis.

To give d an interpretation that is adequate for the random

penetration process in the tube geometry, a model of line

penetration is conceived in which external longitudinal field

lines reach point P, Fig. 1, only along trajectories like 1, 2 and

those in between. Trajectories like 3 give no further

contribution, as the part of trajectory 3 inside the wall is

already considered in the set of trajectories <1,2>. By symmetry,

the same considerations apply to all points P on the internal face

of the tube.

According to Fig. 1, in which 6 = a -a is the thickness of

the tube, the magnitude of a typical straight-line penetration

path z is given by:

= C a2 + a2 - 2a a SenB ] 1 / 2 , C4O
t 2 1 2

where a and a. are the internal and external radii of the tube,
1 2

respectively, and & is the polar angle.

The interpretation for the distance d which in this work is

called the "effective penetration thickness", is proposed as the

following polar angle average of C4D between the limits 0=0 and

8



e-e., see Fig. 1 ,

TT/2
[ a. + a - 2ct a S«n© ] * " d© ,

1 2 1 2

where.

= Sen_ C6D

Integral C5D can be evaluated quickly and with high precision by-

using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature [33.

Finally, to calculate the penetration time T, the value of

expression C53 is substituted in C23.

THE SECOND METHOD

In this method, the metallic tube is considered as a RL

circuit in which R and L are the tube resistance and inductance,
T T

respectively. The tube is thought of here as a one turn long coll,

of mean radius a = Ca + a D/2 and length I , in which a current

I circulates poloidally. In the steady state for ¿<O, R and L

are connected to a constant voltage source as shown in Fig. 2,

switch in position 1. In this condition, a constant current I
o

circulates in the circuit and a constant almost uniform magnetic

field of intensity H , exists inside of the tube. At t=O, switches



1 and 2 are commuted. Consequently the current in the circuit and

the magnetic energy contained in the volume of the tube decrease

with a time constant T = L /R . As far as the field lines are
T T

concerned, they diffuse away from the tube volume through the tube

wall with a time constant that in the present approximation will

be assumed to be T.

Calculations of L and R will proceed also under the
T T

 r

condition I >>a , which will assure that only a very small

fraction of the magnetic energy exists outside of the volume of

the tube. In this way, the magnetic energy in the volume of the

tube can be set equal to the magnetic energy stored in the coil:

L I2

W = 1.25 x 1O"8 H2 a2 i = —^r J, C73
M T 2

where I is the current that circulates in the circuit of Fig. 2

and as mentioned above , poloidally, in the tube. On the other

hand, the magnetic field H and the poloidal current are related

by:

H = — Y — G-
T

Therefore, substitution of this expression in C7D gives the

following formula to calculate the inductance of the tube:

10



a
= 3. 95 x 10"8 —j— Hy, C8}

where a and I are given in cm.
M T **

It is expected that the value of L will be underestimated

for those cases in which I is not much larger than a. as the
T M

fraction of the magnetic energy outside the tube becomes

appreciable.

Finally, the tube resistance against the poloidal current I

is:

= p _±_ = 6.28 p -j=— Q, C9D

where p i s the resistivity of the tube material in O. cm, b i s the

wall thickness in cm, l=Zna i s the length of the circular current

path around the tube in cm, and A=6l i s the area through which

the poloidal current I passes. The formula to calculate the

penetration time in this method i s then:

T = CL/R) = 6.29x10"° Ca 6/pZ> , C1CO
T T M ^

where L and R are given by C83 and C9D, respectively. This

method is faster to apply than the first, but due to the above

additional assumption about T, the values obtained will only be

rough approximations to the penetration time.

11



APPLICATIONS

Although the foregoing calculat ions were made for a

cyl indrical symmetry, appl icat ions of the two methods are given

for the toroidal tokamak chambers of the Brazilian "TBR" [43, the

Japanese "Hybtok" [53 and the Mexican "Novillo" [63 for which the

aspect ra t ios are, respect ively: 2.727, 2 .761, and 2.875. The

pairs of values Ca , a ) for these chambers are, respect ive ly:

CIO. 68, l l D . C9. 7, 9.725 and CS, 8.321) cm. For these , the

res i s t iv i ty p =7. 4xlO~ Q. cm C7] was used in the
31<SL,sa

calculations. The values obtained here and those reported in Refs.

4, 5, 6 are shown in Table 1. In this Table are also shown the

values of the penetration time for aluminum and copper long

cylindrical tubes of lengths 116.2 and 154.4 cm, respectively. The

pairs of values Ca ,a D for these tubes are: C2. 4, 2. 55D and

C1.915, 2. 055D cm. for aluminum and copper, respectively. The

res i s t iv i t i e s for aluminum and copper are [63: p =2. 8x10 Cl. cm.

and p =1.71x10 ** Cl. cm.
Cu

MEASUREMENTS IN "NOVILLO"

To measure the penetration time, a magnetic probe was

introduced into the discharge chamber. The resulting signal was

compared with the current pulse that circulates in the toroidal

field coils. From the results shown in the osciliogram of Fig. 3,

12



it is deduced that the penetration time of the toroidal magnetic

field was approximately 2SO /us.

CONCLUSIONS

To calculate the penetration time of longitudinal magnetic

field lines through the wall of tubes with cylindrical cross

section, formula C2D with the "effective penetration thickness" d

given by C5D, was deduced for a cylindrical symmetry in the first

method under the condition I»a . Formula C1OD was derived for the

same symmetry and under the same condition, in the second method.

Applications of these formulae to toroidal geometry would be

permissible only for those cases in which the aspect ratio

A-CR/CL)>>1 , where R and a are the major and minor radii of the

torus, respectively. However to test the goodness of the methods

here described, formulae C23 and C1OD were applied to tor uses in

which A is not much larger than unity. Nevertheless, as can be

seen from Table 1, the values obtained give a good approximation

to measured and reported values, mainly when using formula CcD

which gives a. remarkably good approximation.

13



TABLE 1

Chamber

Hybtok

M

NoviI 1 o

TBR

Al

Cu

Paramet

a =11

R =2P

b =0.02

a =8

R =23

b =0. 9

a =11

R =3O
6 =O.32

a =2. 4
1

a =2.55

I =li<5.

era

cm

cm

em

cm

cm

cm

cm

cm

cm

cm

cm

2cm

a =4.PlScm

at =2 . o5Som

I =154.4cm

1at Method

T </JS>

3 4

2 5 2

3 2 1

P<S7

12O7

2nd Method

T</JS>

IP

2 O 9

2PB

8 3 4

1O22

Repor t ed

T<KS>

2-3 O

2 5 O

measured

3 2 O

1OOO

measu red

125O

measu red

«In Reference 4 all the characteristics of the bellows of this
chamber are not described, so that some assumptions had to be
made in the numerical calculations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1. Trajectories of the penetration of magnetic field

lines. Longitudinal lines from the exterior can penetrate

towards internal point P along any of the paths included in the

set <1,2>.

FIGURE 2. RL circuit to study the diffusion of magnetic field out

of the tube volume through the wall of the metallic tube.

FIGURE 3. Measurement of penetration time. Top: current pulse in

the toroidal field coils. Down: signal from a magnetic probe

inside the Novillo chamber. Time scale: SOO/JS/DÍV. Delay time:

~£5O/JS.
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